24 PIECE VALUE PAK

2 extra-long flat sheets
2 extra-long fitted sheets
2 standard pillow cases
2 extra-fluffy machine washable pillows
1 extra-long reversible comforter
1 extra-soft fleece throw
1 extra-long quilted mattress pad
1 extra-long egg crate pad
1 extra-long thermal cotton blanket
2 all-cotton bath towels
2 matching cotton hand towels
2 matching cotton wash cloths
2 oversized bath sheets
1 pop-open hamper
1 underbed storage solution
1 bedside buddy

COMPLETE CAMPUS VALUE PAK

This 24-pc. Value Pak is a perennial favorite! With 2 changes of linens in 2 coordinating colors, you'll have everything you need to turn your college room into your new home away from home.

Retail price when purchasing items individually:
$310.20 (including shipping)

Value Pak Price:
Just $209

YOU SAVE
$101.20 Including FREE SHIPPING

ORDER NOW • www.hws.ocm.com • 1-800-957-4338
Residence Hall Linens from Our Campus Market Serving Students for 25 Years!
Mix & Match
Sheet Set Classics

Navy Hampton  Navy  Lt. Blue

Varsity Stripe  Navy Plaid  Oxford Stripe

Red  Gray  Blue Lenoxx

Black Hampton  Black  Black Easton

Victoria Damask  Ashley Damask  Grape

Black/White Vines  White/Black Vines  Pais

Aquar  Deep Pink  Kwi

Hunter Hampton  Hunter

MORE PATTERNS Online

NEW AND TRENDING

More colors online

ORDER NOW  1-800-957-4338
Guaranteed to Fit & Guaranteed 'til Graduation
Extra-Long Reversible Comforter

Plush Pillow
The perfect pillow for a perfect night’s sleep. Each standard-size pillow is filled with 18 oz., non-allergenic polyester fill. Machine wash and dry. Buy two or more to make studying in bed more comfortable. Assembled in USA from imported components. $9.95 ea.

Extra-Long Quilted Mattress Pad
Add softness to your mattress with this extra layer of quilted microfiber. Extra-long with elastic skirt for keeping pad in place. Machine wash and dry. Imported. $15.95 ea.

Extra-Long Thermal Cotton Blanket
100% cotton is warm in winter, cool in summer. Easy care, machine washable. Ivory. Imported. Extra-Long Thermal Cotton Blanket $24.95

Build a Better Bed
Add supportive comfort to your residence hall bed. And all memory foam toppers are discounted plus FREE shipping when purchased with any bedding Value Pak!

Rest Easy Value Pak
Improve your student’s sleep at a discount! The hypoallergenic mattress cover provides an antimicrobial barrier between student and mattress, plus two pillow protectors. Imported. Retail price when purchasing items individually $60.90 Value Pak Price: Just $45 You save $15.90 including FREE SHIPPING!

Fleece Throw
This 48” x 60” super-soft, non-allergenic polyester throw keeps away chill and moisture. Machine wash and dry. Imported. $17.95 ea.
Over 70% of responding parents and students choose our Value Pak. They are the easiest, most convenient way to make sure your student has everything they need for their new "home away from home."

#1 Student Choice

THE COMPLETE Campus Value Pak

24-piece Value Pak
This 24-pc. Value Pak is your best deal — save over $100 including free shipping compared to buying items individually. 2 changes of linens in 2 coordinating colors give you everything you need to turn your college room into your new home away from home.

- 2 extra-long flat sheets
- 2 extra-long fitted sheets
- 2 standard pillow cases
- 2 extra-fluffy machine washable pillows
- 1 extra-long reversible comforter
- 1 extra-soft fleece throw
- 1 extra-long quilted mattress pad
- 1 extra-long egg crate pad
- 1 extra-long thermal cotton blanket
- 2 all-cotton bath towels
- 2 matching cotton hand towels
- 2 matching cotton wash cloths
- 2 oversized bath sheets
- 1 pop-open hamper
- 1 underbed storage solution
- 1 bedside buddy

Retail price when purchasing items individually $310.20 (including shipping)
Value Pak Price: Just $209
You save $101.20 including FREE SHIPPING!
GUARANTEED TO FIT

ORDER NOW 1-800-957-4338
Guaranteed to Fit & Guaranteed 'til Graduation
27-piece Value Pak
A higher level of preparedness brings a higher level of savings and comfort with a Memory Foam mattress topper, and extra storage and accessories.

2 extra-long flat sheets
2 extra-long fitted sheets
2 standard pillow cases
2 extra-fluffy machine washable pillows
1 extra-long reversible comforter
1 extra-long reversible comforter
1 extra-long quilted mattress pad
1 extra-long Memory Foam mattress topper
1 extra-long thermal cotton blanket
2 all-cotton bath towels
2 matching cotton hand towels
2 matching cotton wash cloths
2 oversize bath sheets
1 pop-open hamper
2 underbed storage solutions
1 bedside buddy
1 clip fan
1 flexible clip lamp

Retail price when purchasing items individually $381.05 (including shipping)
Value Pak Price: Just $249
You save $132.05 including FREE SHIPPING!
GUARANTEED TO FIT

THE STUDENT STARTER PAK

16-piece Value Pak
Get the basics you'll need to make your extra-long bed in 2 complementary colors. Save over $40 including free shipping compared to buying items individually.

Retail price when purchasing items individually $180.60 (including shipping)
Value Pak Price: Just $139
You save $41.60 including FREE SHIPPING!
GUARANTEED TO FIT

THE COMFORT PAK

20-piece Value Pak
These color-coordinated essentials will make your bed and bath as comfortable as it is colorful. Save over 27% including free shipping compared to buying items individually.

Retail price when purchasing items individually $239.40 (including shipping)
Value Pak Price: Just $179
You save $60.40 including FREE SHIPPING!
GUARANTEED TO FIT

2 extra-long flat sheets
2 extra-long fitted sheets
2 standard pillow cases
2 extra-fluffy machine washable pillows
1 extra-long reversible comforter
1 extra-long quilted mattress pad
1 extra-long egg crate pad
1 extra-long thermal cotton blanket
2 all-cotton bath towels
2 matching cotton hand towels
2 matching cotton wash cloths
1 pop-open hamper
1 bedside buddy

More Value Paks available online!
FREE Shipping on all Value Paks!

ORDER NOW 1-800-957-4338
Guaranteed to Fit & Guaranteed 'til Graduation
**Student Shower Pak**

Choose your shower style at serious savings! The sturdy shower tote has compartments to hold all of your shower needs plus drainage holes at the bottom to allow water to flow through. And choose from fashionable shower caps, ruffles, or nonglides, with thicker, anti-microbial footbed and smart drainage holes. Durable plastic bath essentials kit completes the set.

Re-assure when purchasing items
Individually $43.85 (including shipping)
Value Pak Price: Just $30

You save $13.85 including FREE SHIPPING!

---

**Hanging Storage Solutions**

Maximize closet, door and underbed space, now with value pak savings! These solutions expand to hold clothes, shoes, etc. out of season, gear and more. Durable polycarbonate material holds significant weight yet collapses down for easy re-use. Choose from styles here or see more options online.

**Totally Organized Value Pak – All Four Pieces for $49**
Retail price when purchasing items individually $76.80 (including shipping)
Value Pak Price: Just $49

You save $28.80 including FREE SHIPPING!

---

**Pop-Open Hamper**

Better than a big, bulky basket, this unique hamper/laundry bag pops up and opens to hold up to 60 lbs. of dirty laundry. Specifically designed "flex-frame" collapses conveniently for compact storage and travel. Made of durable, washable nylon netting. Choose from Blue, Black or Light Gray. Imported. $14.95 ea.

---

**Super Soft Shag Scatter Rugs**

Treat your feet and avoid cold floors in the morning! The soft, polyester shag will keep your room comfy and warm while providing much-needed visitor seating. Practical, fun and colorful while coordinating with your new bedding. We've arranged a great variety of rich, vibrant colors to add warmth to any room. Each rug is rolled tight to fit into car and SUVs, no bulky remnants here! Available in two sizes. Imported.

Large Shag Scatter Rug - 5' x 7'
$119.95

Small Shag Scatter Rug - 27" x 45"
$29.95

---

**Residence Hall Carpets**

These RHC rolled rugs offer brand new, first quality, residential-style comfort! Available in two sizes and five colorfully bound on all sides and rolled tight for easy transport.

4' x 6' $34.95
6' x 9' $74.95

---

**4-pc. Towel Set**

These thick and thirsty, 100% cotton towels coordinate with your extra-long bed linens for a "together" looking room. Set includes two 27" x 50" bath towels with matching hand towel and wash cloth. And for added comfort (and coverage), add a plush and absorbent 30"x60" bath sheet made of 100% cotton. Great for shower or beach. Imported.

4-pc. Towel Set $19.95
Oversized Bath Sheet $12.95 ea.